Simply Sent Gift Box
Stamp Sets:

Petite Pairs #122495 (wood) #122497 (clear)

Ink:

Cherry Cobbler Classic Pad #119669
Baha Breeze Classic Pad #111833

Card Stock:

Whisper White #100730

Accessories: Simply Sent Everyday Elegance Kit #122377
1” Square Punch #124094
Cherry Cobbler Quilted Satin Ribbon #124105
Snail Adhesive #104332
Glue Dots #103683
Sticky Strip #104294 (optional)
Simply Scored Scoring Tool #122334
Paper Snips #103579
Paper-Piercing Tool #116631
Cutting Dimensions:
Whisper White
Ribbon

--- ½” x 2” (for tag)
--- 20”

Assembly Instructions:
1. Score Simply Sent Card as shown on template. With the Baja Breeze edge at the top of the
Scoring Tool, score at 1 ¾” and 3 ¾”. Turn and score at 1 ¾”, 3 ½”, 5 ¼”, and 7”. Measure ½”
in from the score lines on the squares just above the die cut edge as shown and draw a
cutting line.
2. Cut along score lines along both long sides to create flaps and along the two lines drawn in
step one. Fold along all score lines, except the one that came with the card. The score lines
are indicated by the dotted lines on the template.
3. Apply adhesive (either SNAIL or Sticky Strip) as indicated by the pink lines on template.
4. The first three sections on the left side of the template will be folded to create the bottom of
the box. Begin by folding the middle section flaps in toward the second set of flaps. Wrap
second section flaps to the outside of the middle section flaps, matching edges. Fold the first
section (with the Baja Breeze edge)up and secure the flaps to the outside of box bottom.
5. The remaining two sections will create the top of the box. Fold the ½” flaps inside of the die
cut flaps and secure. The lid closes over the outside edges of the box bottom.
6. Tie the ribbon around the box and into a bow.
7. Stamp the greeting onto white card stock with Cherry Cobbler ink.
8. Use 1” Square Punch to cut notch in the end of the tag.
9. Sponge edges of tag with Baja Breeze ink.
10. Rub bone folder along back side of tag to curl a little.
11. Apply glue dot to the end of the tag and slide under the bow to attach. By putting the glue
dot on the top of the tag, you should be able to slide the ribbon off of the box to open.
Your Simply Sent Gift Box is finished…Enjoy!
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